New website www.Hotels.Tube gives travellers
unbiased and realistic review of hotels.
www.Hotels.Tube offers true presentations of accommodation options from different hotels from
around the world for users to make WISE Reservations.
NEW DELHI, DELHI, INDIA, January 18, 2019 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Hotels.Tube has officially
launched its website www.Hotels.Tube allowing users to create and post videos of hotels and
accommodation from around the world. The brand-new start-up company was established to
give travellers a more realistic and unbiased look at hotels. On the website www.Hotels.Tube
videos can be posted created by travellers, bloggers, and from their own in-house producers.
Each video allows the hotel to be showcased in a more natural way than through many of the
promotional clips and advertisements released to the public.
Travel websites like Trip Advisor and Expedia receive millions of visitors per month. Yet, many of
the reviews for hotels are biased due to bad experiences or one traveller’s unhappiness with an
aspect of their accommodation. One review can harm a hotel’s revenue as more people read and
base their accommodation plans on the experience. Hotels.Tube aims to prevent these types of
reviews from occurring. Travellers and bloggers have the chance to showcase a hotel through
their video. Viewers can see exactly what it would be like to stay at a particular venue as they see
all the major aspects of it.
One of the most unique features of Hotels.Tube videos and reviews, is it allows users to give their
honest opinion of the venues. Viewers are able to hear honest and realistic reviews about prices,
room size, amenities, and much more. The great information makes planning a trip easier as real
travellers give viewers important advice.
In 2018, a serial fraudster was found guilty of selling fake reviews to hospitality businesses. Fake
hotel reviews are a major concern for both hotel companies and travellers. Hotels.Tube hopes
their videos and reviews can eliminate untrue information allowing both travellers and hotels to
benefit.
Hotels.Tube allows users to create and post their own videos. It also has an in-house team of
editors and producers who can create videos. The start-up has outlined its desire to work handin-hand with hotels to create realistic presentations of their accommodation. Hotels.Tube
believes the more transparent a hotel or company can be about its rooms and experiences, the
more successful it can be. Hotels can hire the start-up company and allow it access to their
branch to showcase a true sense of the venue.
For more information about Hotels.Tube, please visit our website http://www.hotels.tube/.
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